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ABSTRACT
SUPERCONVERGENCE OF ITERATED SOLUTIONS 
FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS: WAVELET APPLICATIONS
Boriboon Novaprateep 
Old Dominion University, 2003 
Co-directors: Dr. Hideaki Kaneko 
Dr.Richard D.Noren
In this dissertation, we develop the Petrov-Galerkin method and the iterated Petrov- 
Galerkin method for a class of nonlinear Hammerstein equation. We also investigate 
the superconvergence phenomenon of the iterated Petrov-Galerkin and degenerate 
kernel numerical solutions of linear and nonlinear integral equations with a class 
of wavelet basis. The Fredholm integral equations and the Hammerstein equations 
are considered in linear and nonlinear cases respectively. Alpert demonstrated that 
an application of a class of wavelet basis elements in the Galerkin approximation 
of the Fredholm equation of the second kind leads to a system of linear equations 
which is sparse. The main concern of this dissertation is to address the issue of 
how this sparsity manifests itself in the setting of nonlinear equations, particularly 
for Hammerstein equations. We demonstrate that sparsity appears in the Jacobian 
matrix when one attempts to solve the system of nonlinear equations by the New­
ton’s iterative method. Overall, the dissertation generalizes the results of Alpert to 
nonlinear equations setting as well as the results of Chen and Xu, who discussed the 
Petrov-Galerkin method for Fredholm equation, to nonlinear equations setting.
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In this dissertation, we investigate the superconvergence phenomenon of the iterated 
Petrov-Galerkin and degenerate kernel numerical solutions for the linear Fredholm 
integral equations of the second kind
y(t) ~ f  k(s,t)y(s)ds  =  f( t ) ,  te [a ,b] ,  (1)
Ja
as well as a class of nonlinear Hammerstein equations
y ( t )~  f  k(t, s)tp(s, y(s))ds = f( t) ,  t<=[a,b\, (2)
Ja
where k, f  and ip are known functions and y is the function to be determined. The 
difference between equation (2) and equation (1) is, of course, that in equation (1) 
the solution y appears under the nonlinear term ip. One dimensional Hammerstein 
equation arises naturally in connection with two point boundary value problem with 
nonlinear boundary condition. Equation of this kind are discussed in detail in a 
paper by Hammerstein [18].
It was found in the early 1970s the order of convergence of the numerical solution 
of two-point boundary value problems and other related partial differential equations 
arising from the Galerkin and collocation method is higher at the knots than we might 
expect from the numerical solutions that are obtained by applying a class of piecewise 
polynomials as approximating functions. Superconvergence can also be observed in a 
global sense and many papers have appeared which study such problems. The review 
paper by Sloan [33] gives a nice compilation as well as a comprehensive synopsis of 
these papers. We let
Ky(t)  =  [  k(s,t)y(s)ds  (3)
Ja
then the equation (1) can be written in operator form as,
y -  K y  = f .  (4)
The kernel k of the integral operator K  is assumed to be well behaved so that 
K  defines a compact operator in some appropriate Banach space X .  For the case 
that the integral operator is compact a general solvability theory for (4) is given in
This dissertation follows the style of The Physical Reviev
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Ref.[25]. Usually X  =  C[a,b] or X  =  L2[a,b] is considered. It is shown that [2] if k 
satisfies (5)and (6) below, then K  is & compact linear operator of C[a, b] into itself;
\ imu(h) = 0, (5)
n —►O
where
ui(h) = sup sup [  \k(t, s) — k(z, s)|ds.
t,z€[a,b] ||t— ,' a 
rb
sup / \k(t, s)\ds < oo. (6)
tec[a,b] Ja
Also [2] it is known that AT is a compact operator on X  = L2[a, 6], if
J  J  \k(t, s)\2dsdt^'2 < oo.
Two common numerical methods which are used to approximate the solution of (1) 
and (2) are the methods of Galerkin and collocation. Both of these methods can 
be described as special cases of the projection method. For a Banach space X ,  let 
{X n} be a sequence of subspaces in X  with the property that the closure of the 
union U„>i X n = X .  Let Pn: X  —> X n be a projection. The projection method in 
solving equation (1) consists of finding an approximate solution yn G X n by requiring 
that its corresponding residual rn =  /  — (y„ — K yn) disappear under the projection 
Pn. In the Galerkin method, the projection is the orthogonal projection whereas in 
the collocation method, the projection is an interpolation projection. The projection 
method for the nonlinear integral equation (2) can be described similarly even though 
convergence and error analysis are different from the linear case. See the recent papers 
[21, 22, 20] for the analysis of nonlinear integral equations. We give below a general 
framework of the projection method only for linear integral equations (1). In the 
projection method, an element yn G X n is sought to satisfy
Pnrn = 0, (7)
which can be written equivalently as
yn -  PnK yn = Pnf.  (8)
For the error analysis of the projection method, we obtain from (4) and (8) that
y — yn — (I — PnK )~1(y — Pny)- (9)
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Hence the unique existence of the approximate solution yn depends upon the existence 
of (I —PnK )~ l , Also, the order of convergence of yn to y depends upon how accurately 
Pny approximates y. A typical theorem which describes conditions under which the 
projection method is successful can be described as follows: (see, -e.g., [2])
Theorem  1.1 Let X  be a Banach space and K: X  — > X  a bounded linear operator. 
Assume that I  — K  is a one-to-one and onto map of X .  Furthermore, assume that
\\K -  PnK\\ —> 0, a s n - * o o. (10)
Then,for all sufficiently large n, say n  > N, the operator (I  — PnK )~ l exists as a 
bounded linear operator from X  to X  and it is uniformly bounded:
sup ||(I -  PnA )_1|| < oo.
n>N
From (9),
\ \ y - y n\ \ < \ \ ( I - P nK )-'\ \  \ \ y - P ny\\.
This theorem demonstrates that the order of convergence of the approximate 
projection solutions yn to y is the same as the approximation power of Pny to y. Also 
note that the convergence in (10) is guaranteed in light of the uniform boundedness 
principle by assuming that A" is a compact linear operator and that Pn converges to 
the identity operator I  pointwise in X .  We now briefly discuss the Galerkin method 
and the collocation method.
Let X n have a basis {iq, U2, •••, un}- Both methods seek a function yn 6 X n in 
the form n
Vn(t) =  Y ,C iU i( t ) ,  t e [ a , b \ .  (11)
' i = l
In the Galerkin method, one requires rn to satisfy
(Xn) ^j") j  I) Tl,
or n




(u, v) = / u(t)v{t)dt, f o r u , v E L [ a , b ] ,
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In the collocation method, a specific set of distinct node points { t i , t 2 , h ,  C
[a, 6] is selected and we force the residual to satisfy
fni^i) = 0,
or
i t ,  -  Kui(tj)} =  /(^ )>  3 =  2) 3> n- (13)
i- 1
The main concern that should be pointed out here is that the corresponding ma­
trices (12) in the Galerkin as well as (13) in the collocation method are full, -i.e., 
most entries of the corresponding matrices are occupied by nonzero elements. For 
most cases this makes the solution process of integral equations expensive. We will 
review the recent work of Alpert [33] later in the next Chapter. Alpert’s work is 
concerned with a class of applications of wavelets to integral equations which results 
in a sparse matrix systems. In the ensuing chapter, Chapter III, the results of Alpert 
are generalized to the Petrov-Galerkin method.
The iterated solution is defined by
y*n =  f  +  K Vn• (14)
where y n satisfies (8). Recently, there appeared many papers e.g. [5, 8, 9, 11, 16, 
21, 34], which proved superconvergence of y Tn to y.  In other words, under certain 
conditions, some of which are presented below, it can be shown that
Wn-VW =  °{\\Vn -  i / I D -
Under more suitable conditions on the kernel k, specifically if k is infinitely differen­
tiable, the rate convergence of y Jn to y  can be double the rate of convergence of y n to 
y.  Note that in order to accelerate by the factor of 2 the rate of convergence of the 
standard Galerkin method, the order of spline used must be doubled. This equates 
to the increase in the number of unknowns over each interval [fj,£j+i] by the factor 
of 2, which results in having to deal with the matrix of size 2rN  x 2rN,  a significant 
increase over the original Galerkin matrix, which is already expensive to solve due to 
its lack of sparseness. Thus, iteration methods provide a simple way to improve the 
quality of the Galerkin solution, as well as the collocation solution, by processing it 
through integral operators. From equations (14) and (8), we obtain
Vn = P n f  +  P nK y n =  P n [f  +  K y n] =  P ny i  (15)
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and
y i  -  K P ^ i  =  / ,  (16)
The following theorem provides conditions under which the superconvergence of the 
iterated solution y]n takes place. A proof is included for completeness.
T heorem  1.2 Let K  be a compact operator on the Banach space X ,  where 1 is not 
an eigenvalue of the operator K . For any given f  E X ,  if a projection Pn : X  —> X n 
satisfies
||/ifPn - A '| |- > 0 ,  as n oo (17)
then for n sufficiently large, equation (16) has a unique solution y( E X ,  which 
satisfies
\\yIn - y \ \< c \ \ K P n -K \\ \ \y n - y l  (18)
where c is independent of f  and n.
Proof: To prove a unique solution y( E X , y( = (I — K P n)~xf  E X , we have 
to prove (7 — K P n)~x exists and is uniformly bounded on X . From the following 
identity
(I -  K ) - X(I -  K Pn) =  /  +  ( / -  K ) ~ \ K  -  K P n), 
if n is large enough, it follow that
||(7 - K ) - x\ \ \ \K - K P n\\ < e < l .
This implies that (7 — K P n)~x exists as the operator 7 +  (7 — K) ~X( K — K P n) is 
invertible and is uniformly bounded on A. To prove the result (18), we start with
y i - y  =  (7 — K Pn)~x f  — y
=  (7 — K P n)~x( f  — y + K Pny)
= ( I - K P - x) (KPn - K ) y .
For an arbitrary (3n E X n, since Pn is a projection operator,
^  -  y =  (7 -  K P n)~x(KPn -  K){y  -  (3n)
and
| |^ - y | |= c | | ( i F P n - A ) | | | | ( y - / ? n)||.
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Recalling that /?„ G X n is arbitrary the result (18) follows.0
In this dissertation, we consider not only the superconvergence phenomenon but 
also the sparsity which occurs in applying a wavelet basis. The wavelet basis for 
Li[a, b] which was constructed by Alpert [1] is used. The numerical method employed 
in Ref.[l] is the Galerkin method. The sparsity of the matrix in the associated linear 
system is obtained using the vanishing moment property of the wavelets as well as 
using the notion of ‘separation from the diagonal’ for the supports of the wavelet 
basis elements. We provide a detailed review of Alpert’s work as well as a general 
summary of wavelet theory in the next Chapter.
The main objective in this dissertation is to develop the Petrov-Galerkin method 
and the iterated Petrov-Galerkin method for a class of nonlinear Hammerstein equa­
tion and our main theorems in this regard are Theorem III .ll  and III.12. We also 
establish a framework for fast algorithms for obtaining approximate solutions which 
is a consequence of applying wavelet basis in approximating a solution. The results 
in this regard are Theorem III. 13 for Petrov-Galerkin method and Theorem IV.23 
for degenerate kernel method.
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter II, a further review of 
wavelets is given. In Chapter III, we develop the Petrov-Galerkin method to approx­
imate the solution of the Fredholm second kind integral using a class of wavelet basis 
which was established by Alpert[l]. We establish that the sparsity can be restored 
in the Petrov-Galerkin method. Also we study how the advantage of the sparsity 
can be extended to nonlinear Hammerstein equations. In Chapter III a number of 
superconvergence results on the iterated Petrov-Galerkin method for Hammerstein 
equations are established. In Chapter IV, we examine the superconvergence property 
of the iterated degenerate kernel method using a class of wavelet basis. The exami­
nation is done for Fredholm as well as Hammerstein equations. Finally in Chapter 
V numerical examples are given to demonstrate the validity of the results obtained 
in Chapter III.
Throughout this dissertation we will make the following assumptions on ip,k and
/:
i. lim || kt -  kT ||oo^ 0, r  <E [0,1] (ka(b) =  k(a,b))]t—tr
ii. Mi =  sup \k(t, s)|ds < oo;
0<t<l
iii- /  e  C[o, l];
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iv. ip(s, x )  is continuous on [0,1] x R  and there exists C\ > 0 such that \ip(s, x \ )  — 
4 >(s , x 2)\ <  C i \ x i  — x 2 \ for all x \ , x 2 G i?;
v. There is a constant C2 such that the partial derivative of ip with respect 
to the second variable satisfies \ip̂ °’̂ ( t ,x i )  — ip(0,1\ t , x 2)\ < C2\x\ — x 2\ for all 
x 1,x 2 G R;
vi. For x  G C [0,1], ip(-,x(-)),il>^0,1'>(-,x(-)) E C[0,1].
Although (ii) follow from (i) by compactness of [0,1] and continuity and (vi) follows 
from (iv) and (v), we list them explicitly for convenience.




The term “wavelet” was first introduced by J.Morlet in 1982. The subject of 
“wavelets” is expanding at a tremendous rate, and a number of important appli­
cations have been made in the areas such as signal processing, computer graphics, 
image processing, approximation theory, matrix theory, operator theory and differ­
ential equations [6, 12, 13, 19, 28, 29, 31, 32], We begin this chapter by defining 
the idea of a multiresolution analysis. First, concern is directed to multiresolution 
analysis for the space of square integrable functions defined over R, L2(R). Later, 
the wavelets of Alpert [1] which form an orthonormal basis for L2[0,1] are reviewed.
II. 1 MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS
Definition 2.1: By a multiresolution analysis is meant a sequence
( . . . ,  V-2 , U_i, VQ, Vi, V2, . . .) of spaces of functions defined on R  such that the fol­
lowing conditions are satisfied:
i. 14 is a closed subspace of L2(R) for every n G Z.
ii. 14 C 14+i for every n G Z.,
iii. 11^4,14 is dense in L2(R),
iv. (T4 1 4  =  {0},
v. f (x)  G 14 if and only if / ( 2nx) G 14, for all n G Z,
vi. there exits (j) G Vo such that {4),fc(x) =  (P(X ~~ k) : k G Z}  is orthonormal basis
in V0.
The function <f> is called a scaling function.
By condition (ii), a multiresolution analysis (14) is formed as a nested sequence 
of subspaces:
• ■ • C V_2 C V_! C V0 C V  C V2 ■ ■ ■
and by condition (v), if we know any space 14, then any other space Vn is known,
since
Vn =  { /( 2m~nx )  : /  G Vn}.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Thus if we know a scaling function (p which generates Vo as defined in (vi), then it 
determines a multiresolution analysis {14}. As a matter of fact, from (vi), Vo can be 
characterized as OO
Vo =  { cfc<A),fc : (cfc) € l2(Z)},
fc=—oo
and the remaining spaces 14 follow from (v).
To construct an orthonormal basis of wavelets for L2(R), first note that 
{2n/2(j)(2nx  — k)}kez forms an orthonormal basis for Vn. This follows from (vi) of the 
definition. In order to form an orthonormal basis for L2(R), the density condition 
(iii) seems to suggest that we combine all the orthonormal bases {2nl2(p(2nx — k)}keZ 
of Vn. Unfortunately this will not work since there are distinct elements from two 
orthonormal bases, {2n^2<p(2nx  — k)}keZ for 14 and {2̂ n+1^ 2<̂ (2n+1a; — k)}k€Z for 
I4+i, that are not orthogonal to each other. It turns out that what is required at 
this point is to construct an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement Wo of 
Vo in Vi. Subsequently, we need to find an orthonormal basis for W„ where
14+i =  14 © Wn,
for n € Z.  The function ip for which {ip(x — k)}keZ is an orthonormal basis for 
Wo is the wavelet generator . Once ip is found, then {2"/2-0(2nx — k)}keZ forms an 
orthonormal basis for Wn and as
L2{R) =  Uo © (®~ oWn) = ©nezWn,
{(p(x-k)}k€ZU{2n/2ip(2nx - k ) } keZ,n>o or {2n/2ip(2nx - k ) } keZ,nez form an orthonor­
mal wavelet basis for L 2(R). Since (p €  Vo C Vi, we must have the following scaling 
identity for the scaling function cp,
<p(x) = Y ^ ak4>(2x-k). (19)
kez
A scaling function with compact support forces the sum in (19) to be finite. Con­
versely, a finite sum in the scaling identity generates a scaling function with compact 
support. Also, as Vi =  Vo® Wo and ip G Wo, the wavelet generator satisfies a similar 
scaling identity. Namely, there exists a sequence {qk} such that
tKx ) = Qk4>(2x ~  k). (20)
kez
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Equations (19) and (20) are together called the reconstruction relations. Also,
since both (f>(2x) and 4>(2x — 1) are in Vi =  V0 © Wo, there exist four sequences
{a_2fc}, {b-2k}, {a i-2k}, {bi-2k}, k e  Z, such that
<j)(2x) =  Y ,[a -2k(f>{x - k ) +  b-2kip{x ~  &)], (21)
k
<t>(2x -  1) =  Y l al-lk(t>{x - k ) +  bi-2klp(x -  k )]- (22)
k
Two formulas (21) and (22) can be combined into a single expression below which is 
called the decomposition relation for 4> and ip\
<f)(2x -  I) = Y^[ai-2k4>{x -  k) +  bi„2kif(x ~  k)], I G Z. (23)
k
As we have discussed previously, {Vj} is generated by translates of some scaling 
function 0^* =  <p(2̂ x — k) G L2(R) and {Wj}  is generated by translates of some 
wavelet ipjtk = ip fex  — k) G L2(R). By property (iii) of the multiresolution analysis, 
every function /  € L 2(R) can be approximated arbitrarily close by an £ Vn , for
some N  G Z. As Vn  — Vn - i 0  Wn - i, I n , has a unique decomposition
I n  =  I n - i +  9n - i 
where Jn - i € Vn - i  and (Jn - \  € Wn - i- Inductively we obtain
In  =  9n- i  +  9n - 2 +  ••• +  9n-m + In -m
where f j  G Vj and g3 G Wj for j  G Z. The following brief discussion of decomposition 
and reconstruction algorithms are paramount in dealing with wavelets since they are 
based upon translations and dilations. As f j  G Vj and gj G Wj, they have the unique 
series representations:
f j (x ) = 4<t>(23x -  k)> with =  ( 4 } e /2; (24)
k
and
9j{x) = Y ld k '^ i ^ x  — k), with dj = {d{} £ I2. (25)
k
In the decomposition and reconstruction algorithms, the function f j  and gj are rep­
resented by the sequences c? and d? as defined in (24) and (25). Using (23), (24) and
(25) for the decomposition algorithm, we have:
4 ”1 =  ai-2k4 
i
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4  1 = H hl - 2fcC/-
I
The following diagram helps to explain the decomposition:
d N - l  d N - 2 d N - M
/  /  /  /
c N  _  CN - 1 CN - 2 CJ V - M _
Thus, both c7-1 and cP~l are obtained from c7 by moving average schemes using 
the decomposition sequences as weights. In case of reconstruction algorithms, by 
applying (19), (20), (24) and (25) we have:
4  = Y l l P k - ^ r 1 +  Q k -^d f1}.
i
The corresponding diagram becomes:
d N - M  d N - M +l d N - l
\  \  \  \
CN - M  ___  ̂ CN - M + 1  y ___ > ciV-l  > CN
Here, cP is obtained from c7-1 and d3~ l  by two moving averages, using the recon­
struction sequences as weights.
The following classical example of Haar wavelets would serve us well to illustrate 
the points just described. Haar scaling function is defined by:
1 if x  G [0,1)
=  . n
10 otherwtse
which can be shown in Fig. 1(a). Figures 1(b)-(d) present the translation and scaling 
of <f>(x).
The Haar wavelet ip(x) is given by
1 if x £ [0, | )
ip(x) = < - 1  if x  £ [2 ,1)
. 0 otherwtse
and is shown in Fig. 2.
The reconstruction relations, or equivalently two-scale relations, for both <p(x) 
and 4>(x) can be written as
4>{x) = <f>( 2x) +  <f>( 2x — 1) (26)
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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FIG. 2: Haar Wavelet Function.
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and
4>(x) =  (f>(2x) — 4>(2x — 1). (27)
We can see that the sum and difference of two functions in Figs. l(c)and 1(d) yield 
the function in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2 respectively. In this case the sequences {a*;} in 
(19) have non-zero values ao = a\ =  1 and O's for other a 's . On the other hand the 
sequences { }  in (20) have non-zero values q̂  — 1 and q\ =  — 1 and 0's for other 
q'jS. The reconstruction relations for Haar wavelets can be represented as
(  H x ) \  = (  1 Of
V Tpix) j  V 1 —1 /  \  </>(2x- 1)
and by inverting the reconstruction relation, we have the decomposition relations as 
following:
/  <j>(2x) \  =  /  § |  W  <P(X) \
\  <p{2x — 1) )  V I  —2 /  V ^ ( x ) )
This is equivalent to (23) defining at- 2k and bi_2k respectively, which, of course, are 
used in decomposition and reconstruction diagrams above.
II.2 LEGENDRE MULTIWAVELETS
We now focus our attention to wavelets bases for L 2(Q) where Q is a closed bounded 
domain in R. For convenience, we take $1 =  [0,1]. Let Vrn be a space of piecewise 
polynomial functions:
Vm =  =  {/: the restriction of /  to the interval (2~mn, 2~m(n +  1)) is
a polynomial of degree less than k, for n =  0 , . . . ,  2m — 1, 
and /  vanishes elsewhere}.
It is the case [26] that the set of Vm define a multiresolution of multiplicity k with 
$(t) =  [0oi i > (f>k-i]T serving a scale function, where (pi is define by:
U t ) = U ( 2 i  + l )Pi( 2 t - l )  if t £ [0,1)
10 otherwtse
and Pi is the Legendre polynomial of degree i.
Since each (f>k is supported on [0,1) we can write the scaling relation as below:
$(f) =  A 0$(2t) + A j$(2f -  1) (28)
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and the components of A q and Ai can be found by substituting the explicit expression 
of $  in (28).
Similar to the case of the scaling functions, we have the relation for wavelets as 
the following:
ty(t) = B 0$(2t) + B 1$ { 2 t - l ) .  (29)
There are 2k2 elements of B q and B\ to be obtained and there is more than one 
possibility in choosing the conditions to determine these 2k2 elements. Different 
choices give rise to wavelets with different characterics. Since our wavelets are used 
for the representation of an operator, we use the following conditions to solve the 
system of 2k2 equations:
|  (3k — 1) vanishing moments conditions:
[  tmil)i(t)dt — Q fo r  i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  fc m  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  i +  k, (30) 
Jo
and |(A; +  1) orthonormal conditions:
f  A (t)^ j( t)d t  = 5ij fo r  i, j  = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  k (31)
J o
fo r  t e  [0,1)
For example, k = 2 is linear Legendre wavelets. In this case
v m o  j  v jz < 2x - 1) y
and are shown in Fig. 3.
The scaling function relations(28) become
(32)
( M X )  x
0 ° ( t )  | | a ° .°  ®0,1 Oo,2 ®0,3 j 4>l(X)
K 01 (t) J  V ai,o ai,i ah2 ai,3 J  M 2t ~  !)
V  0 i ( 2 t  —  1 )
Substituting the explicit formulae of 4>(t) in (32), we obtain the two-scale relation 




1 0  1 0
y l  i  v/3 i
2 2 2 2
00(2t)
M X )  
M X  ~  1) 
V 0 i (2 t - l )













-2  *—  
-0.5 20.5 1 1.50
FIG. 3: (a)Linear Legendre scaling functions 0o(f) and 0i(t) define on [1,0], (b)Dilates 
and translates;0o(2t),0i(2t), 0o(2i — 1) and 0i(2f — 1)
Both 0o and 0i are orthonormal each other ,i.e.,
/ OO 0i(£  — k)4>j(t — l)dx =  5 i j 5 k j ,  for i,j=0,l and k, l  e  Z.
■OO
This orthonormal property implies that 01 has a vanishing moment with constant
/OO 0i(t) =  0.-oo
Using the conditions (29), we can write the two-scale relations for wavelets in the 
following form:
0 o(O | &0,1 0̂,2 fro,3
J \  frl,0 frl,l frl,2 frl,3
(  0o(2i) N
0i (2t)
0 o (2 t  -  1)
V 0 i ( 2 f - l )  )
(33)
There are 8 unknowns have to be obtained. We use 3 explicit equations from or­
thonormal condition (31), -i.e.,
/ OO {0o (t)}2dt =  1
-OO
/ OO { M t ) V d t  =  1
-OO
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and 5 vanishing moment conditions (30),i.e.,





/ OO 0 i (t)tdt =
-OO
/ OO ipi(t)t2dt =
-OO
Solving the system of 4 equations (34,36,37,38) we have
Sh h h u \  + / 1 ^  1
{oi.o, o i.i, 0 i,2 ) 01,3} -  ± { 2  ’ ~~2 ' ~ 2  ’ ~2 ~J
and using another system of 4 equations which yields the solution as
{4>o,o> ^o,i) &o,2> V 3 } =  i { 0 >  —1) 0 ,1 } .







0 o (4 )
0 i ( 4 )




' 2  2
0o(24)
01 (21) 
0o(24 -  1)
V  0 i ( 2 *  -  1 )
The explicit formulae for 0o(4) and 0i(4) are:
* ,(0  =  ±  (  (4‘ “ 1)1 for “ 5  f <  i
|  +\/3(44 — 3), for |  < t < 1
( 64 — 1, for 0 < t < ^
M t )  = ± \  •(64 — 5, for |  < t < 1
(42)
(43)
Figure 4 shows the graphs of 0o(4) and 0i(4) where the positive signs in (42) and 
(43) are chosen. Both scaling functions (42) and wavelets ((43)) together are call the 
reconstruction relation and can be written in single matrix form as
/  rkJO+\ \( 0o (4) ^ (  1 0 1 0 ^
01 (4)
VE 1 VE 1 
2 2 2 2
0o (4) 0 - 1 0 1
< 0i  (4) )
1 VE 1 VE 
\  2 2 2 2 /
0o(24)
0 i (24)
0o(24 -  1)
V 0 i (24 — 1) )
(44)







- 2  *—  
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FIG. 4: Linear Legendre wavelete (a)0o(£) and (b)0i(f)
The inverse of the reconstruction relation yields the decomposition relation as 
follows:
(45)
f  0 o ( 2 f )  N (  1 — 0 1  n 1 \  1 2 u 2 1 < P o ( t )  ^
0 i  ( 2 1) 1 0  I  —i  0 1  u  2 1 2 0 1 W
0 o ( 2 f  -  1) ~  2 i  #  o  - 1 0 o  ( 0
 ̂ 0 i  ( 2 t  — 1) , l o  1 1 #  J  ̂ 0 1  ( 0  V
In summary, we list below the Legendre multiwavelets for k = 1,2,3,4.
for k = 1
for k = 2
for k =  3
■00 =
*,(*) =  ±  (  - f <4‘ ~ l) ' f"  ^  ‘ < 5
|  +\/3(4f — 3), for \  < t < 1
( 6f — 1, for 0 < t < I 
( 6f — 5, for \  < f < 1
W, (f) =  ±  I  " K 120*2 -  72* +  7)’ for 0 < t < |
\  + |(120 t2 — 268f +  55), for |  < t < 1
( \/3(30t2 -  14f +  1), for 0 < t < § 
{ V ^ O f2 -  46t +  17), for ± <  t < 1
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|  - ^ ( 4 8 42 -  184 +  1), for 0 < 4 < §
2 I  +^r(48f2 -  784 +  31), for |  <  4 < 1
for k = 4
_  ±  I  ~ ] / ¥ ( 224tS ~ 216t2 +  564 ~  3)’ for 0 < 4 < |
1 + \ / | f  (22443 — 45642 +  2964 — 61), for 4 < 4 < 1
_  ±  I  / i ( 1680t3 ~  1320t2 +  2704 “  n )> for 0 < 4 < 4
1 \ / t ( 1680*3 -  372042 +  26704 -  619)> for 4 < 4 < 1
±  f - y / § (25643 -  17442 +  304 -  1), for 0 < 4 < |
2 I + \ / S ( 25643 -  59442 +  4504 -  111), for § < 4 < 1
±  f /J (4 2 0 4 3 -  24642 +  364 -  1), for 0 < 4 < 4 
1 \ / J ( 42043 -  101442 +  8044 -  209)’ for 4 < 4 < 1.
In Ref. [1], Alpert constructs a class of multiwavelets using a different construc­
tion scheme. We note that Alpert’s wavelet is the same up to the signs as the 
Legendre wavelet described above.
II.3 THE WAVELET GALERKIN M ETHOD
In this subsection, we briefly outline the construction of wavelet by Alpert and list 
some results from [1] that are pertinent to solving numerically the Fredholm integral 
equations of the second kind. Alpert’s wavelet basis for Z2[0,1] is comprised of dilates 
and translates of a set of functions hi, /12, ■ ■ ■, hk- In particular, for k a positive 
integer, and for m  =  0 ,1 , . . .  we define a space of piecewise polynomial functions,
— {/'■tlie restriction of /  to the interval (2~mn, 2~m(n +  1)) is a polynomial 
of degree less than k, for n — 0 , . . . ,  2m — 1, and /  vanishes elsewhere}.
(46)
Note that dim S^  =  2rnk and
S $ c S f c - - - S *  < = • • • .
The orthogonal complement of S hm in S^l+1 is denoted by so that dim = 2mk
and
qk ^  ryk   qk p k 1 qk
Om *d7 Ttm m m ’
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Note that
Sm = Sq (B R q (B Ri ® ■ ■ ■ (B Rm-i- (47)
The set of functions hi, /12, • • ■, hk mentioned above is taken as an orthonomal basis 
for Eg. Since Rq is orthogonal to Sq, the first k moments of hi, /12, •. •, hk vanish,
[ hj(s)sl dx = 0, i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  k — 1. (48)
J 0
The wavelet basis of Alpert is constructed by defining orthonormal systems
h l J s )  =  2m/2hj(2ms - n ), j  = 1 , . . . ,  k- m, n  G Z. (49)
The detailed construction of hi, /i2, • • •, hk has been done previously in this chapter. 
The functions /i”m generated in (49) become an orthonomal basis for
R km =  linear span j  =  1 , . . . ,  k] n  =  0 , . . . ,  2m — 1}.
If we let { u i , . . .  ,Uk} denote an orthonormal basis for Sq, then the orthonormal 
system
B k = { u f j  = l , . . . , k }
■■■ ,k ;m  = 0 ,1 , . . .  ;n = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,2m — 1}
becomes the multiwavelet basis of order k for L2 [0,1]. In practice, we take an arbi­
trarily large but fixed value for m  and use
Bk = { u f  j  = 1, . . .  ,k}  U {hj :j = 1,.. . , k \ n  = 0 ,1 , . . .  ,2m -  1}
=  {W £T «>  (50)
for an orthonormal basis for S^n where u.t =  6, for i < k and bi = h™m for i =
(n +  l)k  +  j .  The approximating power of the wavelets is given as follows [1].
L em m a II.3  Let Q^  be the orthogonal projection of L2[0,1] onto S I f  f  € Cfc[0,1], 
then
WQmf -  / I I  <  ‘2~mkj i u  ™ P  | / W M | .4*k\ se[o,i]
The Galerkin method for approximating the solution of the Fredholm equation 
(1) using the basis bj in (50) requires computations of
Kij = (  f  k(t,s)bi(t)bj(s) dtds (51)
JO
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At this point, Alpert observed that a large majority of can be neglected from 
actual computations because of their insignificant sizes, resulting in a sparse matrix 
for the linear system for the Galerkin method. The size of the integral (51) is influ­
enced by the location of the support of b, <g> bj i.e the rectangular region /, x Ij where 
Ii and Ij are supports of bt and bj respectively. To understand this more precisely, 
we need the following idea regarding the separation from the diagonal of support of 
bi <g> bj.
Definition We say that a rectangular region [t, t + a\ x [s, s +  b] C  R 2 is separated 
from the diagonal if a +  max{a, b} < s — t or b +  max{a, b} < t — s.
For k(t, s ) — log \t — sj, the following are proved in Ref. [1].
Lemma II.4 Suppose that k(t,s) = log 11 — s| is given and Bk is the multiwavelet 
basis of order k. Denote the supports ofbi(t )  and bj(s)  in (51) by Ii =  [a :o , x q  +  o \ and 
Ij = [yo,Vo +  b] respectively and assume that they are separated from the diagonal. 
Then
\K . . \ <  ..y g ...
|A*jl S 2 k -3 k~i-
Lemma II.5 Suppose that A, J2, . . . ,  /„ are the nonincreasing intervals of support of 
the first n functions of the basis bk- Of the n2 rectangular regions Ii x Ij, we denote 
the number separated from the diagonal by S (n ) and the number “near” the diagonal 
by N(n)  =  n2 — S(n). Then N(n) = (f)(n\ogn).
Lemma II.4 gives an upper bound of each component which are separated 
from the diagonal in the Galerkin method whereas Lemma II.5 states that most of 
components, all but 0 ( n 1°S n ) many of them, are separated from the diagonal and 
therefore the estimate in Lemma II.4 applies to those components.
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CHAPTER III
THE ITERATED PETROV-GALERKIN METHOD
Both Galerkin and collocation methods are two commonly used methods for the 
numerical solution of the second kind Fredholm equation as well as the Hammer- 
stein equation. Many papers have appeared on these methods and a large part of 
the results presented in these papers were recently compiled in the monograph by 
Atkinson, [2]. The superconvergence of the iterated Galerkin method and that of 
the iterated collocation method for Hammerstein equation were obtained recently in 
Ref. [22] and in Ref. [21] respectively. On the other hand, the Petrov-Galerkin and 
iterated Petrov-Galerkin methods are established in Ref. [11] for the second kind 
Fredholm equation
It is noted in Ref. [11] that the Petrov-Galerkin method includes the Galerkin, col­
location, and least squares methods as well as many other nonstandard but useful 
methods as special cases. Unlike the standard Galerkin method, the Petrov-Galerkin 
method allows the trial space sequence X n C X  and the test space sequence Yn C X* 
(the dual of X )  to be different. This feature provides greater freedom in choosing 
a pair of space sequences {X n,Yn} so as to improve the computational efficiency 
over the standard Galerkin method while preserving its convergence order. We es­
tablish in this chapter the Petrov-Galerkin and iterated Petrov-Galerkin methods to 
approximate the solution of u of the Hammerstein integral equation,
For known functions k , ip and / ,  an unknown solution u is to be approximated.
In Ref. [10], Chen, Micchelli and Xu established the Petrov-Galerkin method for 
equation (52) using a class of orthogonal multiwavelets on [0,1]. They showed that the 
wavelet Petrov-Galerkin method for second kind Fredholm integral equations yielded 
linear systems having numerically sparse coefficient matrices whose condition number 
is bounded. They also developed a truncation strategy that leads to linear systems 
having sparse coefficient matrices, thus providing a framework for fast algorithms for 
obtaining approximate solutions. Moreover, their approximate solutions have almost 
optimal order of convergence. In this chapter, we use the wavelet basis constructed
(52)
(53)
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by Alpert in Ref. [1] to examine closely how the advantage of sparsity obtained by 
the application of the wavelet basis for the linear equations would manifest itself in 
the nonlinear Hammerstein integral equation (53).
Our first objective in this chapter is to establish the Petrov-Galerkin and iter­
ated Petrov-Galerkin methods for the Hammerstein equation (53). We will use the 
theoretical framework of Chen and Xu [11], and a detailed analysis similar to that 
of Kaneko and Xu [22], and to Vainikko [37]. Our main theorems in this regard are 
Theorems III.11 and III.12.
Our second objective is to establish a framework for fast algorithms for obtaining 
approximate solutions. As was stated earlier, a utilization of wavelet basis in approx­
imating a solution of the second kind Fredholm equation results in a matrix system 
that is sparse, see [1] and [10]. The sparsity is obtained from two important charac­
teristics of the wavelet bases; the property of vanishing moments and the property 
that each wavelet basis element away from the diagonal has a small support. We be­
gin to discuss the Petrov-Galerkin method with wavelet bases and its related topics. 
The main theorem is Theorem III. 13. We end to address the problem of obtaining 
sparsity results for the Hammerstein equations (53). The substitution 2 =  
used in Ref. [27] will allow us to accomplish this in the setting of nonlinear equations. 
With this substitution, it will be shown that the sparsity takes place in the Jacobian 
matrix during the application of the Newton’s iterative method.
III.1 THE PETROV-GALERKIN M ETHOD FOR H AM M ERSTEIN  
EQUATION
We begin this section with a brief review of the Petrov-Galerkin method. We follow 
closely the paper by Chen and Xu, [11]. Let A  be a Banach space and X* its dual 
space of continuous linear functionals. For each positive integer n, we assume that 
X n C  X , Yn C  X * , and X n and Yn are finite dimensional vector spaces with
dim X n — dim Yn.
We further assume the following approximation property.
(H) If x  G X  and y E Y ,  then there are sequences { x n },  {yn} with x n E X n, yn G Yn 
for all n  such that x n —> x ,  and yn —> y.
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Define K  by
r1Ku(t) = / k(s,t)u(s)ds
Jo
With the assumption K, : X  —> X ,  equation (53) can be written as
u -  K ^ u  = f ,  f  e x . (54)
Define, for x e  X ,  an element Pnx e  X n called the generalized best approximation 
from X n to x  with respect to Yn by the equation
It is proven in Ref. [11], [Proposition 2.1], that for each x e  X ,  the generalized best 
approximation from X n to x  with respect to Yn exists uniquely if and only if
where X ^  =  {x* G X* : (x,x*) =  0 for all x  G X n}. When condition (56) is 
satisfied, Pn defines a projection; P% = Pn. Throughout the remainder of this chapter, 
condition (56) is assumed.
In order to formulate the Petrov-Galerkin method as part of the general projec­
tion scheme and render an appropriate error analysis accordingly, it is important to 
establish that Pn converges pointwise to the identity operator I. To this end, the no­
tion of regular pair is introduced. Assume that, for each n, there is a linear operator 
IIn: X n —> Yn with TlnX n = Yn and satisfying the following two conditions.
Here C\ and C\ are constants independent of n.
If a pair of space sequences {X n} and {Yn} satisfy (H-l) and (H-2) , we call 
{X n,Yn} a regular pair. It is shown in Ref. [11] [Proposition 2.4], that if a regular 
pair {X n,Yn} satisfies dim X n = dim Yn and condition (H), then the corresponding 
generalized projection Pn satisfies:
(x -  Pnx, yn) = 0 for all yn G Yn. (55)
(56)
(H -l) || *n || < G ilyXwi 11??x.11) I for all Xn G X n.
(H-2) || Unxn || < C2 || xn || for all xn G
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(PI) || Pnx  — x  ||—> 0 as n —» oo for all x G X ,
(P2) || Pn ||<  C, n = 1 , 2 , 3 , for some constant C, and
(P3) || Pnx — x  ||<  c || Qnx  — x  ||, n = 1,2,3,..., for some constant c,
where Qnx  is the best approximation from X n to x.
The Petrov-Galerkin approximation to the Fredholm second kind equation (52) 
is obtained by solving for un of the following equation:
(un -  K u n, yn) =  (/, yn) for all yn G Yn. (57)
This is consistent with the basic principle that underlies the projection method, which 
requires the residual rn = un — K u n — f  to disappear under a projection. Using the 
generalized projection Pn, equation (57) can be written in operator form as
un -  PnK u n =  Pnf.  (58)
Therefore, the Petrov-Galerkin method is a projection method.
We recall the following three theorems that will become instrumental in estab­
lishing our main theorems in this section.
T heorem  III.6  (see, e.g.,[2]) Let X  be a Banach space and {X„} a sequence of
finite-dimensional subspaces of X .  Assume that K \ X  —> X  is a compact linear
operator not having 1 as an eigenvalue. Let Pn : X  —> X n be a sequence of lin­
ear projections that converges pointwise to the identity operator I  in X .  Then, for 
sufficiently large n, the equation
un -  PnK u n = Pnf  (59)
has a unique solution un G X n with
II un — u ||< C  || u — Pnu ||, 
where C is a constant independent of n and u is the unique solution of equation (53).
T heorem  I I I .7 ([11]) Let X  be a Banach space and K : X  —> X  a compact lin­
ear operator. Assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of the operator K . Suppose that 
{X n,Yn} is a regular pair that satisfies dim X n = dim Yn and condition (H). Then,
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for any given f  G X , there exists a positive integer N  such that, for all n > N , the 
Petrov-Galerkin equation (59) has a unique solution un 6 X n that satisfies
II ^ -  un \\<C  inf || u — xn ||, n > N ,Xn€.Xn
where C is a constant independent of n and u € X  is the unique solution of equation
(53).
We will establish an analogous result to Theorem III.7 for the Hammerstein equation
(54). To this end, we recall the third theorem below which is due to Vainikko [37]. 
This useful theorem describes the conditions that are necessary to approximate a 
solution of a class of nonlinear operator equation.
T heorem  I I I .8 Let T  and T  be continuous over an open set LI in a Banach space 
X . Let the equation
x = Tx
have an isolated solution xo € Lt and let the following conditions be satisfied:
(a) The operator T  is Frechet differentiable in some neighborhood of the point xq 
while the linear operator I  — T '(xo) is continuously invertible;
(b) Suppose that for some 5 > 0, and 0 < q < 1, the following inequalities are 
valid (the number d is assumed to be so small that the sphere || x — xq ||<  5 is 
contained within Ll)
sup || (I -  T \ x 0) ) - \T '{ x )  -  T \ x 0)) ||<  q, (60)
l|a-®oll<<*
a  = || ( /  -  T '(x0) ) - \ T { x 0) -  T (x„)) ||< 5(1 -  q). (61)
Then the equation x  — T x  has in the sphere || x — xq | | <  5 a unique solution x q . 
Moreover, the inequality
01 < | |  Xq -  Xo | |<  ——  (62)
1 + q  1 - q
is valid.
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The Petrov-Galerkin method for the Hammerstein equation (54) is defined by 
(un -  K ^ u n,yn) = (f , y n) for all yn € Yn. (63)
Equation (63) is equivalent, in operator form, to
un -  PnK ^ u n =  Pnf.  (64)
Let
T x  = K V x  + f  (65)
and
TnXn =  PnK^Xn +  Pnf , (66)
Then equations (54) and (64) can be written as
u = Tu  (67)
and
un =  Tnun (68)
respectively. We are now ready to state and prove our first theorem.
T heorem  III.9 Let uq be an isolated solution of equation (54) in the Banach space 
X  = L°°[0,1]. Assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of K ^ '(u f) ,  where ^'(xo) denotes 
the Frechet derivative of at x0. Then the Petrov-Galerkin approximation equation
(64) has, for each sufficiently large n, a unique solution un in some ball of radius 6
centered at x0, B (x0,5). Further, there exists 0 < q < 1, independent o fn , such that
if
an = || (7 -  Tf(u0) ) - \ T n(u0) -  T(u0)) ||
then
a ” <|| un - u  ||oo< (69)
1 + q 1 ~ q
Finally, if  the distance from uq to X n is En{uf) = infxex n |j u0 — x  H ,̂, then there 
exists a constant C, independent of n, such that
En(u0) <|| un -  u0 ||oo< C{En(K V (u0)) +  En(f)} .  (70)
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Proof: We will apply Theorem III.8 of Vainikko. It requires that Tn be Frechet dif­
ferentiable in some neighborhood of uo and that I  — T ^ uq) be continuously invertible. 
But these follow from assumption (v) of ip from Chapter I and from (P1)-(P3) above. 
Hence, condition (a) of Theorem III.8 is verified. We next check condition (b) of The­
orem III.8. To establish (60), we need the uniform boundedness of (I — T^(u0))_1 for 
all sufficiently large n and the local Lipschitz condition
|| T '(u 0) -  T'n{u) !!«,< M  || u0 -  u Hoo (71)
for all u in some neighborhood of u0. (Here and throughout the remainder of this 
chapter we use M  to denote a generic constant the exact value of which may change 
at each occurrence.) Then, choosing S sufficiently small, (60) holds. But (71) holds 
because for each || u ||oo< 1,
|| TP(u0)[x] -  T'n(u)[x\ ||oo =|| PnK ^ ( u 0)x -  PnK ^ \ u ) x
< C s u p ^ ^  | Jo1 k(t,8)[ip^(8,uo{s))
_^(°,i)(s , u(s))]x(s) ds|
< C C 2M i sup0<t<i \u0(t) -  u(t)| = M  \\u0 - u  Woo .
where C  and C2 are constants defined earlier in proposition 2.4 of [11] and in as­
sum ption^) of ip from Chapter I respectively.
The fact that, for sufficiently large n, / —T/t(u0) is invertible and || ( / —T)[(uo))_1 || 
is uniformly bounded can be established by observing that for each x  G X ,
| |  r > o ) M  -  r '( u 0)M I U H I  PnK ^ ( u 0)[x} -  K V ( u 0)[x] h * , -  o
by Proposition 2.4, [11]. Thus T(t(uo) converges in operator norm to T'(uo), and the 
result follows from the hypothesis that (I  — T'(uo))-1 exists and from the fact that 
the set of continuously invertible operators is an open set. Hence (60) is satisfied. 
To check (61), we use the previous result;
an < M  || T„(u0) -  f  (u0) ||oo
(72)
<  M { || P n f  -  /  Hoc +  II P n K V ( u 0 ) -  K V ( U o )  Hoc}
—> 0, as n  —» oo.
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Thus, (61) is implied, and (69) follows from Theorem III.8.
For (70), the first inequality is trivial, as un 6 X n. The second inequality follows 
from (69), (72) and the fact proved in Proposition 2.4 of [11] that
|| PnK*(uo)  -  K V (u 0) M  || QnK*(uo) -  K V (u 0) 1^ .<>
III.2 ITERATED PETROV-GALERKIN M ETHOD
In this section, we discuss the iterated Petrov-Galerkin method. This extends the 
result of the iterated Galerkin method for Hammerstein equation obtained in Ref. 
[22]. Define the iterated approximation for Hammerstein equation by
x'n = f  + K * x n. (73)
Then as in Refs. [22], [27], we find that the iterated approximation x'n satisfies
<  -  K * P nafn = / .  (74)
Define Tn by
f nx =  K * P nx +  / .  (75)
The following is instrumental to the stability of the iterated approximation whose 
effectiveness will be demonstrated in Theorem III. 11 below.
Theorem  III.10 Let Xq £ L00̂ , 1] be an isolated solution of (53). Assume 1 is not 
an eigenvalue of (A ^ ) ^ ^ ) .  Then, I  — Tf{xo) is invertible and there exists L > 0 
such that || (I  — T]((xo))_1 ||<  L for all sufficient large n,
Proof: By Holder’s inequality and hypotheses (ii) and (v) of k(x, t) and from 
Chapter I,
II f ' ( x 0)[x\ -  T'n{xo)[x] lloo
=11 Jo1 k(s, - ) rp ^ (s ,  x0(s))x(s) -  k(s, •)V’(0,1)(s! Pnx0(s))x(s)ds ||oo
<  M i || (,0 (O’̂ ) (•, x 0) - -0(o,1)(-,Pna:0)a: ||oo
< MC2 II x0 -  Pnxo lloo || X lloo— 0, n -> oo.
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Thus T^(xo) converges to T'{x0) pointwise.
Note also that
II ^ ( 0 , 1 ) ( * ) ^ o )  l lo o  < 1 1  ^ ' l){',PnXo )  -  ^ ( 0 , 1 ) ( - 5 ® o )  l l o o  +  II ^ ( 0 , 1 ) ( * ,  X o )  ll oo  
— @ 2  | |  Pn%0 ^ 0  11oo | |  *0^ '  ̂ ( * i  Xq) 11oo
/
-̂ >|| -0(o,1)(-, ico) l loo  n -> oo .
Thus || i P nxo) ||oo is bounded uniformly in n, say || P„x0) ||oo< M2.
Then
II T ^ ( x 0 ) [ x ]  11 00=11 / O F ' ( . P n £ o ) N  l | o o <  M XM 2 || x | | o o  .
This implies that T"n is collectively compact. By [33], || (I  — Tq(xq))^1 ||oo exists for 
all sufficiently large n and there exists L > 0 such that || (I  — T^ix o ) ) _ 1  | | o o <  L  for 
these n.<0
Theorem  III.11 Let xo € L°°[0,1] be an isolated solution of (53). Assume 1 is not 
an eigenvalue of (K^)'(xo). Then there exists 5 > 0 such that equation (74) has, for 
each sufficiently large n, a unique solution x'n in B(xo,S). Further if
fin =|| ( /  -  f'n(XQ) ) - \ f n(X0) ~ T(X„)) lU,
then x'n satisfies
fin ^  ii / ll ^  fin
1 +  9 < | | * 0  Xn | |o o <  l
for some 0 < q <  1.
Proof: First notice that hypothesis (a) of Theorem III.8 holds; for
II ( I  -  t i X o T ' l t i x )  -  f ' ( * o )  l lo o  < M  II t ( x )  -  rn(xo )  ll oo
= 1 1  KW(Pnx) -  K*'(Pnxo )  l lo o  .
But for y € C'[0,1], we have
|| KV(Pnx)[y] - KV'(Pnx0)[y] I U
=11 So k (s> -)fy(0,1)(s, Pnx(s)) -  ^(°’b(s, Pnx Q(s))]y(s)ds Hoc
<11 So lfc(s - -)\C2\Pnx(s) -  Pna;o(a)| |i/(s)|ds ||oo
^  M\C2 || PnX PnX0 | |oo11 V | | o o  •
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The two previous results and Theorem 3.4 of [11], concerning the uniform bounded­
ness of the generalized projection Pn, yield a constant C such that
II (I  -  f'n{x,))-'[f>n{x) -  t ( x o ) ]  I U  < M ,C2 II Pnx -  Pnx 0 l l o o
<  C  || X — Xq lloo •
Next, by the Lipschitz condition on ip,
(3n = || (I  -  f '(o :o))-1(T„(xo) -  f  (x0)) ||oo
< M  || K ^ P nx0 -  K V x o ||oo
=  M  || / 01/c(s,-)[V’( s , ^ o ( s ) )  -  ip(s,x0(s)]ds ||oo
< M \M C\  || Pnx o — xo ||oo— 0 as n —» oo.
The application of Theorem III.8 completes the proof.O
Our next task is to establish the superconvergence of the iterated Petrov-Galerkin 
approximation x'n. Notice that a necessary and sufficient condition for the supercon­
vergence is
(3n = o{an). (76)
Let us obtain (76) by estimating (3n using the method to prove theorem 3.3, [22]. 
First of all,
/3n < M  || Tn(x0) -  T(x0) ||oo
=  M  || K[V(Pnx 0) -  tf(x„)] Hoc (77)
=  M  || / 01fc(s, ■)[V;(s,-P„x0(s)) -  tl>{s,x0(s))\ds | | o o  •
Define
dpt) = I [  k(s,t)[ip(s,Pnx0(s)) -  V>(s,xo(s))]rfs|.
1 Jo 1
By the mean value theorem, there exists 0 < 9 < 1 such that
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d(t) =  k ( s , t ) ^ 0,1\ s , x 0(s) +8(Pnx0(s) -  x0(s)))(x0(.s) -  Pnx Q(s))ds\
Note that u(s)[xo(s) — Pnxo(s)]ds =< u, xq — Pnx o > =  0 for all u E Y n. Thus, for 
all u £ Yn,
d{t) = | Jo1 k(s, t ) [ ^ ^ ( s ,  x0(s) +  0(Pnxo(s) -  x0(s))) -  u(s)] [x0(s) -  P„x0(s)]ds|
< \ j ^ k ( s , t ) ^ 0'1'>(s,Xo(s) + e(Pnx0{s) -  x0(s)))[x0(s) - P nx0(s)] 
-fc(s,f)V>(0,1)(s > M s))[zo (s ) -  P M s)]ds|
+ | / 01A;(s,t)[^(0’1)(s,xo(s)) -u ( s ) ]  [(x0(s) -  Pnx0(s)]ds|
=  Ti (t )+T,( t) .
Assuming that Xo £ L°°[0,1], we proceed as follows:
Ti(t) < Ci Jo1 \k(s, t)\6\Pnx0(s) -  x0{s)\2ds
< C || P„x0 -  x0 ||L So |A(s, i)|ds,
So
II Ti lloo^ Ml II Pnx0 -  x0 11̂  . (78)
We also have
T2{t) < [ jf  \k (s ,t) \^° '1)(s ,x0(s)) -  u(s)|'Ms]1/9[ ^  \x 0 ( s ) -  Pnx 0(s)\pds\ /P. (79)
where ^ ^ = l,p ,q  > I with p =  1 and q = oo.
Summarizing the discussion above, we arrive at the following theorem establishing 
the superconvergence of the iterated Petrov-Galerkin approximation for Hammerstein 
equations. It generalizes theorem 3.3 of [22] by extending the condition xo £ C[0,1] 
to Xo £ L°°[0,1].
T heorem  I I I .12 Under the hypotheses of Theorem III.8, there is a constant C such 
that
| |  Z o  - <  l l o o  <  C { | |  P n X o  -  X o  | | ^
+  /o |A:(s,t)|^(0’1)(s,xo(s))  -  M ) N s ] 1/<zL/o M s )  -  P ^ o M ^ s ] 1̂ }-
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III.3 THE WAVELET PETROV-GALERKIN M ETHOD
Equation (64), when approximated by the Galerkin method with the wavelet basis, 
requires computations of the following integrals. Here the approximate solution is 
written as un(s) = £ "=1 a,ibi{s) for some (m G R  where {6j}is a wavelet basis which is 
defined by (50).
f  [  k(t,s)il>(x,y2aibi(s))bj{t)dsdt. (80)
Jo Jo i=1
The unknowns a; are, in many applications, found by an iterative scheme. Note that, 
at each step of iteration, the integrals in (80) must be recomputed as each a* has 
different values, making the computations costly. To circumvent the difficulty, we 
use the technique that was developed in Ref. [27]. If we let
z =  4/u,
in (54), then
u =  K z  +  /.
Hence z satisfies
z = * ( K z  + f) .  (81)
We approximate this equation by
Zn(t) = [  zn(s)k(t, s)ds + f(t)),
Jo
where zn(t) — YJi=\ aibi(t) G X n is computed via
< zn,y  > = <  ^ { K z n + f ) , y  >, y G Yn. (82)
We note that the Petrov-Galerkin method used in (82) is distinct from the collocation 
method of Kumar and Sloan in Ref. [27] to solve equation (81). Equation (82) is 
equivalent to (compare this with (80))
n rl rl 71 pi
Y , ai bi(t)b*(t)dt= ip{t,Y^ai k(t,s)bi(s)ds +  f{t))b*(t)dt, j  =  l , . . . n .  
i _  1  Jo Jo i=1 Jo
(82')
where {b*} is a wavelet basis for Yn. Note that the unknown afs  now appear outside 
the third integral, allowing us to compute the integral Jq k(t, s)bi(s) ds for each i 
only once throughout the iterative process for approximating a f  s. It is important
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to maintain the condition dim X n =  dim Yn. In operator notation, equation (82) 
becomes
zn = Pn* ( K z n + f ) ,  (83)
where Pn is the generalized projection onto Yn. Define Tn by
Tnz = PnV (K z  + f ) .
Then (83) can be written as
Zn — 'T'nZn-
Let T  be defined as
T z  = * ( K z  + f ) ,
so that equation (81) becomes
z = Tz.
T heorem  I I I .13 Let zq G L°°[0,1] be an isolated solution of (81) with f  G L°°[0,1]. 
Assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue o f^ t '(K zo+ f)K  and that ip(0,1')(f,  (K z)(t)+ f(t))  G 
L°°[0,1] for each z G L°°[0,1]. I f  K:L°°[0,1] —> L°°[0,1], then there exists 5 > 0 
such that equation (82) has a unique solution zn G B(zo,S) for sufficiently large n. 
Further if
Oi„ = || (I -  T'n(z0) ) - \ T nZQ -  T z0) ||,
then zn satisfies
^ n ^  II 1 ̂
< | |  Zo -  Zn | |<
1 + 9  1 - 9
for some 0 < q < 1, and
\ \ z o - z n\ \< C 2 -mk- £ -  sup |5W(x)|.
x e [0 , i ]
provided that g =  ^ { K zq +  / )  G Ck[0,1].
P roof: Since K  : X  —> X  and for z G X , ip^'^it, (Kz)(t) +  f i t ))  G X ,  the Frechet 
derivative T'n exists in a neighborhood of zo and
K(.zo)[z\(t) = Pn̂ 0,1)(t, f  k(t,s)zQ(s)ds + f( t))  [  k(t,s)z(s)ds.
Jo Jo
Since Pn converges pointwise to the identity, T((zq)(z ) converges to ^ ' ( K zq + 
f){K (z)) ,  where ^ '{xQ)ix){t) =  ip̂ 0,1̂ (t,x0it))xit). As 1 is not an eigenvalue of
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4!'(Kz0 +  f ) K ,  we find that I  — T^(z0) is continuously invertible for all sufficiently 
large n. Thus hypothesis (a) of Theorem III.8 holds.
Suppose || ( /  — T^(20))_1 ||< L  for some L > 0. We then have
II (I -  rn(z0))-'(T„(z) - T M )  iis L II r ' ( z )  -  n w )  II. 
and for || w ||<  1, using a Lipschitz condition on 4/', we obtain
II TL(z )(w)~  K ( zo)(w) ||
= || PnV ( K z  + f)(K (w )) -  PnV {K zo + f)(K (w ))  || 
< M  || (W {Kz  +  / )  -  V (K zo  +  f)) (K (w ))  ||
< M  || V ( K z  +  / )  -  W(Kzo  +  /) )  || || w ||
< M  \\ z -  z0 \\ .
Hence condition (60) in hypothesis (b) of theorem III.8 is satisfied for S sufficiently 
small (with any q, 0 < q < 1).
Finally, since || (I  — T^(zo))-1 ||< L  and
|| T(zo) -  Tn(z0) ||=|| *(Kzo + f )  -  P n ^ K z o  +  / )  ||
converges to zero (by pointwise convergence of Pn to the identity), condition (61) in
hypothesis (b) of theorem III.8 is satisfied.
The application of Theorem III.8 yields
Otn. ^  jt ii - Oij}.
— 11 %0 z n  11 —1 + q  1 - q
Finally, lemma II.3 and (P3) give
\\zo -  zn || < C2~mk- ^ ~  sup |5 (fc)(t)|,
4fcK! te[o,i]
since a n < C  || (I -  Pn)(^f(Kz0 +  /) )  || .<0
We now observe the superconvergence of un to u in L°° norm. Since u0 =  Kzo + f  
and un =  K z n + / ,  for any <j)n € S£(,
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|| ^0 ^n 11oo —1| K(Z0 Zji) Hoc
=  SUPt€[0,l] I fo W ,  S)(Z0(S) -  2n(s))ds|
=  supte[0,i] \ < k t , z 0 - z n > \  (84)
=  suPte[0,l] I < kt -  <t>n, Zo -  Zn > \
< SUPt6[0,l] \\h -  4>n\\\\zQ -  zn\\.
Let D ^ u  denote the generalized derivative of u of order k. Define the Sobolev space 
of functions as follows:
W$ =  {u : D {i)u e  L2(0,1), for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  k}.
The space is endowed with the norm
IMIw2fc =
j=0
From (84) and lemma II.3, we have the following:
Theorem III.14 We assume that supt€[01] < oo and that all the hypotheses
of Theorem III. 13 hold. Then
11̂ 0 — 'tinlloo < C(k) 22(1~mk\  
where C(k) is a constant that depends upon k but not upon m.
III.4 THE ITERATED SOLUTION
Equation (83) suggests that we investigate the iterated variant of zn. Namely, we 
define
z'n = V (K zn + f) .  (85)
and
u'n =  Kz'n + f .  (86)
From (83) and (85),
Pnz'n = Pn* {K zn + f )  = zn. (87)
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Equation (85) subsequently gives the following equation for z'n,
z'n = *{KPnz'n + f) .  (88)
The next two theorems provide the rates of convergence of z'n and u'n to zq. The 
proofs are only outlined as they are similar to the one given for theorem III. 13. Here 
T z = V {K z  +  / )  as defined earlier and
Tnz = * (K P nz + f) .
T heorem  I I I .15 Let z0 £ L°°[0,1] be an isolated solution of (81) with f  £ 
L°°[0,1]. Assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of ^ ' (K P nZo + f ) K P n and that 
i/jW (t, (KPnz)(t)+ f(t))  € L°°[0,1] for each z £ L°°[0,1]. I f  K: L°°[0,1] -> L°°[0,1], 
then there exists S > 0 such that equation (87) has a unique solution z'n £ B (zq, S) 
for sufficiently large n. Further if
&  =|| ( I - f ( ( z 0) ) - \ f nz0 - f z 0) ||,
then z'n satisfies
@n 1̂1 / 11  ̂ @n to n \<\\zQ- z n \\<-------, (89)1 +  g - i i -
for some 0 < q < 1, and
II*. -  411 < sup l4fc,(0l- (90)4'kk\ te[0,i]
provided that zq £ Ck{0,1]. Finally, if supt £ [0, l]||^o||wt2 < °°. then
\\z0 - z ' n\\oo< C ( k ) 2 ^ 1- mk\  (91)
where C{k) depends only upon k.
Proof: The Frechet derivative T'n exists in a neighborhood of zq and 
f((zo)[z\(t) = V ( K P nz0 + f ) (K P nz)(t)
=  ^ (0,1)(t, Jo k(t, s)Pnz0(s)ds +  /(f)) f j  k(t, s)Pnz(s)ds.
Since 1 is not an eigenvalue of T((zo), (I — T((z0))~~1 exists and uniformly bounded 
for sufficiently large n. We also note that for ||w|| < 1,
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\ \ t ( z ) ( w ) - t ( z 0) ( w ) \ \ < M \ \ z - z 0\\.
Moreover,
\\T(Zq) -  f n(Zo)\\ = m K Z o  +  / )  -  *(KPnZ0 +  /) || <  M\\zo -  Pnz0\\. 
Applications of theorem III.8 and lemma II.3 yield (89) and (90). To obtain (91),
il ô -  <|loc < M \ \ f ( Z o ) - f n(Zo)\\oo
= \\*(Kzo +  / )  -  y (K P nz0 +  / ) | U  
< M\\K(zo -  Pnzo)||oo 
=  M supt€[0)1] \ < k t, z o -  Pnz0 > |,
and follow the argument that was used to establish theorem III. 14.
T heorem  I I I .16 We assume that supt€[01] ||A:t||w2fc < 00 an<̂  that all the hypotheses 
of Theorem III. 15 hold. Then
\\u0 - u ,J oo< C (k)2< 1- mk\  
where C(k ) is a constant that depends upon k but not upon m.
Proof: From (86), we obtain
I ho -  <||oo =  \\Kzq + f -  K(z'n + / ) | U  =  ||AT(^o -  Olloo-O
II I .5 SP A R S IT Y  IN  N O N L IN E A R  EQ U A TIO N S
In this section, we examine closely some issues associated with solving equations 
in (82). Particularly, we propose to approximate {a*} by the Newton’s method. 
Before we proceed, we recall from (47) that dim = 2mk. W ith n =  2mk for some 
nonnegative integers m  and k, we let X n =  The main advantage of the Petrov- 
Galerkin method is the flexibility for choosing Yn in the regular pair different from
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X n so as to simplify the computations in (82). In the current situation, this can be 
attained by taking a lower order wavelet to form Yn. Let k' < k and Yn = S^,. The 
condition dimX„ =  dimF„ demands 2mk = 2m'k'. For convenience, we take k and 
k' to satisfy y  = 2q for some nonnegative integer q. If q = 0, we have the traditional 
Galerkin method. Note that m' = m  + q. Let X n =  span{bi} and Yn = span{b*}. 
the following lemma generalizes Lemma II.3.
Lem m a I I I .17 Suppose that 1t, I2, . . . ,  In and II, / | , . . . ,  /* are the nonincreasing 
intervals of support of the bases elements bi and b* respectively. Of the n2 rectangular 
regions Ii x If ,  we denote the number separated from the diagonal by S (n ) and the 
number “near” the diagonal by N(n) = n2 — S(n). Then N(n)  =  0 ( n l°gn )- In 
particular, for n  =  2mk = 2m'k', we have
N (n ) < 6mkn  — (6 — 23~m)kn — 9k'n +  (8 +  6m)kk'.
Proof: We define «Si(p) to be the number of pairs (i,j)  such that the rectan­
gular region Ii x I f  is separated from the diagonal and m (/,) =  m (If)  =  2~p 
where m  denotes the Lebesque measure. We have Si(p) = (2P — 1)(2P — 2)kk' for
p =  0 ,1 ,__  We further define 52(p, q) to be the number of pairs (i,j)  such that
Ii x I f  is separated from the diagonal and m{It) = 2~p and m (If)  = 2~q. As in [1], 
Siip^q) =  <Si(min{p, q})2^p~g\ for p, q =  0,1 ,2 , . . . .  Then
S(n) = E ^ ( 5 i ( p )  +  q) + S2(q,p))
=  Er=o151(p)[l +  2 E ^ i 2 ^ ]
=  E™",D1(2p -  1)(2P -  2)kk'[l +  4(2m'- x- p -  1)]
> [2 • 2TO'+m -  2 • 2m' -  6rn2m' -  2m'“m+3 +  8 • 2m'
- 2 m'+m -  8 +  9 ■ 2m -  Qm\kk'
=  n2 — Qmkn +  (6 — 2s~m)kn +  9k'n — (8 +  6m)kk'.
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This proves N(n) =  0 ( n l°g n )-<0>
Now define
(«.i, a2, . . . , a n) =  £"= 1 fo bi(t)b*(t)dt
-  fo E "=1 Oi fo1 k (t, s)bi(s)ds +  f(t))b*(t)dt, j  = 1 , . . . ,  n
(92)
so that
■ r1 U  , "  r 1 r 1
-r-2  =  /  bi(t)b*(t)dt- /  k (t,s)b i(s)ds+ f(t)) /  k{t,s)bi{s)b*(t)dtds,
aa; ./o ./o -'o
(93)
for 1 < j , I < n.
Let a =  (oi, 02, . . .  a„)T and F(a) =  (fi(d), / 2(a), • • •, fn(d))T■ Denote the Jaco- 
bian matrix for F  at a by ,/(a), J(a) =  ( |^ ) " fc=i. Using the Newton method, with 
a0 € i?n given,
aa+i — aa — J(aa)~1F(aa), for each a  = 0 ,1 ,. . .  (94)
Computation proceeds by solving J(aa)j3a = F(aa) for (3a and
& a + 1 =  0>a P a -
Let us examine the terms in (93). If Ii x / t  is separated from the diagonal, m.(/;fl/*) =
0 and
bi(t)b*j(t)dt =  ^  bi(t)b*(t)dt = 0.
Lemma 111.17 shows thus that only 0 ( n log n) of such integrals need computa­
tion. Now, consider the second term on the right side of (93). If we put 4/(t) =  
^ 0,1)(t, E"= 1 ai fo k (t> s)bi(s)ds +  f( t)) , then by assumption (vi) of ip from Chapter 
I, there is a constant M  > 0 such that suptej01] |^ (t) | < M, and
I fo ^ (0ll)(*, T *=1 Oi fo *(*, s)bi(s)ds + /(*)) /o1 k(t, s M s ^ d t d s l
= I fo1 Jo1 (i)fc(i, s)bl(s)b*(t)dsdt\ (95) 
< M \ t i t i k ( t , s ) b l(s)b*(t)dsdt\.
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Even though bi and b* are elements of wavelet bases of different orders, a result similar 
to Lemma III.18 can be obtained in the present setting. For k(t, s) =  log \t — s\ and 
Kt,j = fo fo k(t, s)bi(s)bj(t)dsdt, the following theorem describes the size of K*j. 
Despite the differences in the orders of wavelets, an argument can be made so that 
an upper bound for K fj contains only the parameter k of higher order wavelet. This 
is because the vanishing moment property of the wavelet basis element is utilized 
only relative to bi whose order is k. The wavelet basis element b* contributes in 
controlling the size of K*j by virtue of the size of its support. The proof is given 
here for completeness.
Lem m a III. 18 Let Bk and B y  be the multiwavelet bases of orders k and k' respec­
tively, where 2mk = 2m'k' and -p = 2q for some nonnegative integer q. Denote the 
supports Ii of bi E B k  and I* of b* 6 B y  by [x0, Xq +  a] and [yo,Vo +  b] respectively 
and assume that they are separated from the diagonal. Then
IK* I < ^
1 l'jl ~  2fc-3fe- 1'
Proof:
i ^ y  =  i c *  *(*.
< C + ‘ I C + > g ( i o  +  ! - 0
< j j r * i  j t - k u
< e +b i c +” I  K u d r i f c w w w * ) *
< C +‘ C +“ v d ^ \ b , ( s ) \ d s \ b - ( t ) \ d t
^  Vab A  ^  2fe^r-v
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Let D  be the closed disk of radius |  centered at z =  |  and L  is analytic in a domain 
containing D x D C  C2. Suppose that K  is the restriction of L  to [0,1] x [0,1]. With 
this kernel K , the following is possible,
L em m a III . 19 Let B k and B y be the multiwavelet bases of orders k and k' re­
spectively, where 2mk =  2m'k' and £  = 2q for some nonnegative integer q. De­
note the supports Ii of bi € B k and I* of bj G B y by [xq, x q +  a] and [j/o, Vo +  b] 
respectively and assume that they are separated from the diagonal. Then, for 
Ki j =  fy°+b f f ° +a K(t,s)bi(s)bj(t)dsdt, where K  is defined above,
\K h \ s  r ^ . S £ , |Ar(s’0 '-
The Jacobian J(aa) whose element are given in (93) will be approximated by T a =  
{Tfj) which is defined by
J ( f l a ) j l i  I f  — TT°i = { v ' ~  (96)
(0, otherwise,
where r  is the threshold so that the desired precision e is attained by requiring
||J (a0) - T “ || < e ||J ( a “ )||, (97)
where ||.|| is the maximum row sum norm. Finally, from Lemmas 111.17 and Lemma 
111.18 considering the size of M  > 0 in (95), one can expect the matrix T a to be 
sparse, containing all zeroes possibly 0 (n  log n) number of components. With the 
Jacobian J ( a a ) replaced by T", equation (94) now takes the form
a a+1 = aa — T a 1 F ( a a ), for each a = 0 ,1 ,. . .  (98)
where do = do = ao with ao is the initial starting vector. As /3i =  T a 1 F(ao)  and
A  =  J ( d o ) ~ 1F(do) ,
l i f t - A l l  <  | | T a _ 1  -  J ( a 0 ) _ 1 1 |  ^ ( a o ) ! !
^ I I T ^ I I I I J ^ - T ^ I I I I J ^ I H I F ^ o)!! (99)
< e||Ta_1||||J (a0)||2||F1(a0)||.
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Now we assume that F  is Lipschitz, -i.e.,
\\F (a )-F (b ) \\< L \\a -b \\  (100)
for some L  < 0. With a > 2, j3a = Ta_1 1F(ao) and (3a =  J (a a_i)_1F(ao)) a similar 
analysis shows that under the unform boundedness of T a \  J _1(a) and F(a),
\ \ 0 a  ~  M  <  IIT ^ F i a ^ )  -  J -1 (aQ_1)F (a a _1)||
+  || J _1(aa_ i ) F ( a Q_i) — J ~ 1(aa_ i ) F ( a a_i)||
< c ||r “- 1||||^ -1(a„_1)||2||JP(a1) ||2 +  || J-'ia^WLWa  ̂ -  aa_x||
-  O ( e ) .
(101)
Denote the exact solution of (82’) by a*. If a convergence of the Newton’s iterations 
aa in (94) is guaranteed, then the convergence to a* of aa is also guaranteed to within 
e accuracy, as
||a* aa j| ^  l|a* na || 4“ j|U(* aa |j. (102)
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CHAPTER IV 
THE ITERATED DEGENERATE KERNEL METHOD
In this chapter, we examine the superconvergence property of the iterates of numerical 
solutions for the second kind Fredholm integral equations and for the nonlinear Ham- 
merstein integral equations that are obtained by applying a class of multiwavelets 
that were developed by Alpert [1]. We note that the superconvergence of the degen­
erate kernel method was treated recently in [24] using the standard spline basis. In 
this thesis, Alpert’s wavelet basis is used to attain the superconvergence. A sparsity 
of the corresponding degenerate kernel method is also discussed briefly.
IV. 1 THE ITERATED VARIANTS FOR FREDHOLM  INTEGRAL  
EQUATIONS
The method of degenerate kernel is one of several numerical methods that approxi­
mates the solution of (104)
u(t) — [  k(s,t)u(s)ds = f i t ) ,  t e  [0,1] (103)
Jo
or
u — K u  — f  (104)
where
K u(t) =  [  k(s,t)u(s)ds. (105)
Jo
The degenerate kernel method consists of approximating the kernel k in the integral 
operator K  of (105) by a tensor product of univariate functions. In this dissertation,
we are interested in using multiwavelets for these univariate functions. Let {&i, 62,...}
denote the orthonormal basis for L2[0,1] comprising of the multiwavelet elements (see 
(50)). We also discuss the superconvergence of the iterated degenerate kernel method 
in this section. The kernel k(t, s) is to be approximated by the following
OO OO
k (s> t ) = Y , H  K i M s ^ t ) ,  (106)
i = i  j=1
where
Kij = Jo Jo k{s,t)bi(s)bj(t)dsdt, i , j  = 1 ,2 ,—  (107)
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We approximate the integral operator K  (105) by
pi  n n
(Knu)(t) =  /  (108)
Jo i=ij=i
with u £ L2[0,1] and n =  2mk .Clearly
\\K — KnW? 0 as n —> oo. (109)
An approximate solution un is found by solving
un -  K nun = f .  (110)
More specifically, to solve equation (110) for un, using (108), the equation (110)
becomes
u n ( t )  [  J2  K ijbj(s)un{s)ds = f ( t ) .  ( I l l )
• i */0 • i
Hence, if we put
i=1 J° j=l
Ci= [  Y^K ijbi(s)un(s)ds, ( 112)
J° 3=1
then
un(t) = f( t )  +  Cibi(t). (113)
1 = 1
Substituting the form of un in (113) into (112), we have
ci - j r c j K i j = [  Y , b3 (s) f ( s)ds’ for * =  1,2,..., n. (114)
4  —  1 4  —  1
Solving numerically for c( the system (114), equation (113) gives the required ap­
proximate solution for degenerate kernel method. Assuming that (I — K )-1 exists, 
-i.e., 1 is not an eigenvalue of K , we obtain
u — un =  K u  — K nun
= K u  -  K nu + K nu -  K nun 
— (AT K n)u K n(u Un)
and hence
u -  un = ( /  -  K n)~x(K  -  K n)u.
FVom which it follows that
||« -t* n || < I\{I -  K n Y 'm K  -  K n)u\\. (115)
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We let W2 = iy 2 [0,1], A: a nonnegative integer, denote the Sobolev space of functions 
defined over [0,1]. This space is equipped with norm ||«||fc,2=Z]^=o where
u G W* if and only if G L2=L 2[0,1] for j  =  0 ,1 ,...,A; where u (̂  denotes the 
j th  distributional derivative of u. The Sobolev space W2 ([0,1] x [0,1]) of bivariate
functions is defined similarly. Namely, u G W2 ([0,1] x [0,1]) if and only if G
L2([0 , 1] x [0 , 1]) for i +  j  — I and I =  0 ,1 ,...,A;. Lemma II.3 can be modified to 
accommodate the functions in W2 . Let Qkmu denote the projection of u onto the 
space of wavelets of degree k with breakpoints at 2~mn, n = 0 ,1,..., 2m — 1. We have 
the following approximation power of Qkn.
T heorem  IV .20 Suppose u G W2 . Then Qknu approximates u in the L2 norm as 
follows;
\\Qkmu - u \ \ 2 < C 2 -mk\ \u ^ h  (116)
where C is a constant independent of m and k.
Proof: When Qknu is considered as the projection of u onto the space of splines of 
degree k, SPm with the knots at 2~mn, n = 0,1,..., 2m — 1, it is well known [32] (p.230) 
that WQ^u — n ||2 < C'2~mAj|'u(fc)||2. Now noting that Q^  is the best L 2 approximation
of u from 5^, and SPm C S kt, we obtain the desired result,
Because of the orthonormality of {61, 62,...} of (106)-(108), the kernel defined in 
(108) is the least-squares approximation of k(s,t), -i.e
Jo1 Jo \k(s,t) -  £?=iE?=i K i M s ) b M 2dsdt
=  minai.eil /o1 fo jk(s, t ) -  1 E"= 1 ali6l(s)6J(t)|2dsdt.
Now we define the iterated variant by
u i = f  + K u n. (117)
The following was given in [24] which provides an estimate for the order of conver­
gence of the iterated variants.
T heorem  IV .21 Assume that equation (10f) has a unique solution u where u G
Z/2[0 ,1]. Consider equation (110) where K n define by (108). Then, for sufficiently
large n, the solution un of (110) exists and there exists a constant C > 0, independent 
of n, such that, with v f  define by (117), We have
||« -  < | | 2 < C{\\K  -  K n ||2 +  ||K (K  -  K n)un ||2} (118)
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Theorem IV.21 applies to the current wavelet basis situation as follows:
T heorem  IV .22 Assume (104) has a unique solution u and un is the solution of 
(110). Assume that u G W k([0,1]), k(s,t)  G W k([0, 1] x [0,1]), and ipt(y,s) = 
k(t,y )un(s) G W%([0,1] x [0,1]) for each t G [0,1], where 0 <  I < r,and that || ipt lb 
is uniformly bounded in t  G [0,1]. Then
\ \ u - u l  ||2=  0 (2 -2” ‘)
Proof: Using Theorem IV.20 and IV.21, we have
|| u - u {  ||2=  0(2~2mk) +  0 (|| K (K  -  K n)un ||2). (119)
Hence we only need to estimate the order of convergence of || K (K  — K n)un ||2• Note 
that || K (K  — K n)un ||2< C \\ K (K  — K n)un Hex, for some C > 0 and that
| K (K  -  K n)un(t)\ =  I/o1 k(t,y) fo[k(y,s) -  kn(y, s)]un(s)dsdy\
= \fo Jo H ^y)[H y^s) -  M y , s)\un(s)dsdy\.
Let (pn(y, s) =  Yft= 1 Yff= 1 a i]h(y)bj(s) be any element that is tensor product of mul­
tiwavelets {bi}f= 1 with n =  2mk. Then since kn is the least-squares approximation of 
k ’
/  /  Tn{y,s)[k(y,s) -  kn(y,s)]dsdy = 0,
Jo Jo
therefore
\K (K  -  K n)un(t)\ = | /  [  [ipt(y,s) -  <pn(y,s)][k(y,s) -  kn(y,s)]dsdy\.
Jo Jo
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
|K (K  -  K n)un(t)\ <|| ipt -  <pn ||2 \\k -  kn ||2.
The last inequality, || • ||2 denotes the L2 norm defined on the space of bivariate 
functions ([0,1] x [0,1]). Noting that \\k — fc„||2 =  0(2~mk) and particular choice 
<fn so that ||ipt — TnW =  0 ( 2~mk) is satisfied, equation (119) proves the desired 
result. <0
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IV .2 HAM M ERSTEIN EQUATIONS
In this section, we generalize the results of last section to a class of Hammerstiein 
equations.
u{t) — f  k(s,t)ip(s,u(s))ds =  f( t ) ,  0 < t < l  (120)
Jo
or
u -  K V u  =  / ,  f e X .  (121)
where Define K  by
ri
Ku(t) = / k(s,t)u(s)ds  
Jo
and 4/ by
\ka;(f) =  x(t)).
The degenerate kernel method for Hammerstein equations was first established 
by Kanneko and Xu in Ref. [23]. Analogous to (108),we approximate the operator 
K V  by
(A„4>u)(s) =  / ' E D ^ M ^ j W ) ^ ^ ^ ) ) ^  * € [ 0 , 1 ] ,  (122)
1/0 i = i j = i
where is an orthonormal basis for L2 [0,1] defined in Chapter II. Let un denote
the solution of the following equation.
un -  K n^ u n = f .  (123)
The iterated solution u!n is now defined by
uIn = f  + K ^ u n. (124)
If we let
= [  K i j b j ^ f a u n W d t ,  (125)
t = i Jo
JL r l
Ci
j -  
then n
(Kn^ u n)(s) = Y ,°ibi(s),
i~ 1
so that un can be written as
n
Un{s)  =  f ( s ) +  J ^ CM S)- (126)
Z=1
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Substituting (126) into (125), we obtain the following n nonlinear equations in n 
unknowns ci, • ■ •, c„,
ci = Y l  [  K ijb jitM t, f( t )  +  cibi(t))dt, 1 < i < n. (127)
j=i Jo i=i
The Frechet derivative of A T at <po 6  C [0,1] is denoted and defined by
{K^)'(po)(p){s) =  j  k(s,t)tl>2 (t,<po(t))<p(t)dt 
Jo
for g> G C [0,1] and 1)2 denoting the first partial derivative of if with respect to the 
second variable. The following theorem describes the superconvergence phenomenon 
of u„. to u. A similar theorem using spline basis was given in Ref. [24]. As before, 
our purpose is to extend it to wavelet application. A proof is similar to the one given 
in Ref. [24], but we include it for completeness.
T heorem  IV .23 Assume that u and un are solution of equations (120) and (123) 
respectively. Assume also that in (120), k (s ,t)  € 0,1] x [0,1]) and rjt{y,s) =
kt(t,y)ip(s,un) and r]t(y ,s ) G W£([0,1] x [0,1]), where un is the solution of (123). 
Assume also that 1 is not an eigenvalue (AT^)'(u). Then
| | u - u ' | | 2 =  0 (2- 2™fc)
Proof: From (121) and (124),
u - u In = K V u  -  A T un. (128)
Now
K ^ u  -  K^Un  =  A T ( /  + ATu) -  K * ( f  + K nAtun)
=  (A T )'(0(n)(/ +  K nVuu) +  (1 -  0(n))(f + A T u))(A T u 
—K n ^u n) for some 0 < 0(n) < 1
=  K 0(n)(K*u -  K nq Un + (K V u -  K'S'Un) -  (K V u -  K V u n)),
where Kg(n) = (AN/)'(6(n)(f + K n^ u n)) +  (1 — 9(n)(f + K ^u )) .  Since K  is compact, 
(A T)' is also compact and since the solution {'«„}. of degenerate kernel method 
converge to the solution u of (120)[23], {Ken} converge in operator norm to (AT)'(u). 
From this, since 1 is not an eigenvalue of (A\l/)', we obtain (Theorem 10.1 [25]) that 
( /  — R 0(„))-1  exist and uniformly bounded for sufficiently large n. Hence, we obtain
A T u -  ATu„ =  ( /  -  Ke{n))-lKg{n){K -  A n)Tun. (129)
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Combining (128) and (129), and takeing the norm on both sides, we obtain
||« -  Un ||2 < c\\Kg{n)(K  -  K n)tyun ||2,
for some constant c independent of n. Now using the assumptions on k and r]t and 
arguing as in the proof of TheoremIV.21, we obtain the desired result.0
IV.3 SPARSITY IN NO NLINEAR EQUATION
As was done in Section III.5, we use the Newton method to solve nonlinear equation 






fi(c i,c2, ■ • •, cn) =  Ci -  J2  /  f ( t )  + J2  C ih ( t ) )d t  (130)
j = i 1 = 1
S* =sa- e ”=1 fo1 m + e l i  c M m m  (131)
= J(c)u] fo r  1 < j , l < n .
With a given initial vector c0 E i?n, the iteration scheme for (127) is to generate ca 
b y
Ca+1 = Ca -  J(ca)~lF(ca) fo r  a  =  0, l - - -  (132)
where c =  (ci, c2, • • •, cn)T and F(c) = (/i, / 2, • • •, / n)T respectively. Computation 
proceeds by solving J{ca)(da = F(ca) for j3a and
If we put
and
C a+l Oa f}a -
v (t)  = V’(0,1)(<,/(<) d -E ^ M * )) , 
1 = 1
JH =  E [  K ijbj(t)'&(t)bi(t)dt,
3=1
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then, with orthonomality of {6j}"=1 and by assumption (vi) from Chapter I, there is 
a constant M  > 0 such that supt6[01] \^{t)\ < M. Thus
\Ju\ = | E ”= i / o  K ijb jW W b iM d tl  
< M (supf>J-<n Kij)\ E " = 1  Jo bj(t)bi(t)dt\
Applying Lemma III.18 and Lemma 111.19, for k(t, s) = log \ t — s| and denote the 
supports Ii and Ii of hi and 6; by [s0, So +  a\ and [tQ, tQ +  b] respectively, if the 
rectangular region Ii x 7/ is separated from the diagonal, then Ju is bounded as the 
following:
i i M \fab
I I -  • 3*-1 *
The last inequality can be used to establish a truncation strategy which can be used 
to eliminate altogether the computations of some elements Ju in Jacobian matrix 
J(c). This will lead to a fast numerical nonlinear solver for Hammerstein equations. 
One truncation strategy will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we introduce a truncation threshold which can be used to approxi­
mate the entries of the matrix K iy Each truncation strategy takes advantage of the 
known bounds of matrix elements, such as the one given in Lemma II.4, and sets 
the matrix elements equal to 0 whenever their bounds are less than the threshold 
while maintaining the quality of approximate solutions. Numerical examples which 
demonstrate the superconvergence of the iterated Petrov-Galerkin method are given 
in Section V.2.
V .l  M ATRIX COM PRESSION
In expression (96) and in the discussion which follows the expression, we briefly 
discussed the truncation strategy which can be used to form a sparse structure of the 
Jacobian matrix. The sparsity is obtained, however, with the expense of computing 
the norm of the Jacobian as presented in (97), which requires computing all entries 
of the Jacobian. In this section, we review a fast truncation strategy which can 
be used to forgo computations of a large number of entries in the Jacobian. More 
precisely, when a wavelet basis is used, by setting a certain threshold parameter, 
one can set a large number of components to be zero, while maintaining a desired 
accuracy criterion.
Assume that the kernel k(s, t ) has continuous derivatives
kd,m)(s t) = dl+mk (s ,t) 
dsld tm
for / =  0, m £ {0,1,..., k  — 1} and I £ {0,1,..., k' — 1}, m  = k  when s, t £ I  = [0,1] 
with s ^  t. We also require that the derivative when I = k1 and m  =  k exists a.e.for 
s ,t  £ I  with s /  i and there exist a positive constant c and an a  < 1 such that for 
s ,t  £ I, s ±  t,
(133)
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Let and {6*}°Lj are orthonormal basis for L2[0,1] defined by equation (50)
where i =  2mk + 1 and m  =  0,1, • • • with I =  1, ■ • ■, 2mk and i =  I with m  =  0 
for i < k. Thus,
meas(Ii) = \Ii\ =  —
and
meas(I*) = \I*\ = ^
where j  =  2m'k/ +  I1 and m! =  0 ,1, ■ ■ • with /' =  1, • • •, 2m'k' and j  =  I' with 
m' =  0 for j  < A:'. Both m  and m' are corresponded to and S^, as define in 
Chapterll respectively. For any two supports Ii and I* for wavelets bi and 6*, we 
define the distance between supports of basis wavelets for periodic kernel as
dist(bi,b*) = (min{\M i -  M*\, \Mt -  M* ±  1|} -  2~m + 2~m')) +
and
dist(bi,b*) = (|Mi -  M *| -  i ( 2 " m +  2~m')) +
for non-periodic kernel ,where x + = m ax{x, 0} and and M* denote the midpoint 
of the support of bt and b* respectively. To develop a truncation strategy, we follow 
the discussion in Ref. [30]. We first estimate the entries Kij in the following lemma.
Lem m a V .24 Suppose that the kernel k (s ,t) satisfies the inequality (133). Then 
there holds the estimate
\Kij\ < 7 2 dist(bu b*)-a- k- k'
where
7 EE c/2k+k'k\k'\\j(2k  +  1)(2A;' +  1).
We can see from LemmaV.24 that | K tJ \ decrease to zero as m ,m ' increase or as the 
distance between two intervals and I* increase which correspond with the separa­
tion from the diagonal. On the contrary near the diagonal elements are correspond 
to a closer distance between two intervals .Most entries of the matrix [ K tj ]  can be 
replaced with zero and approximate [K^] with [K^] by the following truncation strat­
egy:
- f Hij • if dist(bi, bj) ^  5ij
U — I(0  otherwise,
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where <5̂  is called a truncation threshold. The following theorem is used to make the 
choices of the truncation threshold.
T heorem  V.25 I f  the truncation threshold is chosen as
Sitj = m ax{a.2-n+a(n- m)+a’(n- m'\A (2 -m +  2-"1')}
for some constants a > 0, A > 1 and a, a' < 1 then
0 (n  log2 n), a  =  a' =  1
Af(n) =
0 (n  log n ), otherwise,
where Af(n) is the number of the nonzero entries of [Kij] and n  =  2mk.
This theorem shows that the truncation threshold introduced above reduces the 
number of nonzero entries of [K^] from n2 to n log n or n  log2 n. We can apply this 
method to approximate the entries of Jacobian matrix in equation (96) which have to 
calculate all entries K ^ .Using the truncation threshold, the Jacobian matrix (96)can 
be approximate by
a j  J(aa)ji, if dist(bi, bj) < Sij
jl ~  I(0, otherwise,
which need to calculate the distance between two support and some Jij instead.
V .2 N U M E R IC A L  E X A M PL E
Here we present numerical examples to demonstrate the superconvergence of the it­
erated Petrov-Galerkin methods for the difference kernel K (s, t) with m = m' and 
k = k' = 2.
Exam ple I: u(s) — f j  K (s,t)u (t)d t =  f(s ) , fo r  0 <  s < 1,
with K (s ,t)  = es+t and /  is selected so that u(s) = —e~s is the solution. Since
||'u — iin||oo =  0 (h a) and ||u — = 0 (h a'), with h — | ,  and since a  is multiplied
by 2 when the size is multiplied by 2, we obtain the ratio of a! over a  by the following
formula:
<y =  log{rat(\\u -  <]|oo)) 
a log(rat(\\u -  UnWoc)) 
where rat(\\u — u^oo) (respectively rat(\\u — r4J|oo)) is the ratio of (||u — n„||oo) 
(respectively (||rx  — u(l ||0O))between two consecutively sizes. The numerical result is
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TABLE I. Numerical results for Example I




of =  2.2 a
32 2.391e-04 6.242e-08




TABLE II. Numerical results for Example II
Size \\U ^ n | | o o ||w ^ n l l o o
8 1.659e-02 4.620e-03
p^ I p II o CO
16 3.633e-03 5.221e-04
P^ 1 P II O A
32 9.241e-04 7.897e-05




shown in Table I.
E xam ple  II: u(s) -  f j  K (s ,t)u (t)d t =  f( s ) , fo r  0 <  s <  1,
with K ( s , t ) =  In |s —1\ and /  is selected so that u(s) = ~yTs( 1 — t )) is the solution.
In this example we obtain the difference of a — of by the following:
, log(rat(\\u -  log(rat(\\u -  u„||oo))
" “ l o g ®  l o g ®
with the same notations used in the example I and the numerical result is shown in
Table II.
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TABLE III . Numerical results for Example III
Size ^  11 o o h  ~  n II oc
16 1.106e-04 6.342e-07
q ' = 1.9a
32 3.199e-05 5.589e-08




E xam ple III: u(s) — K (s,t)\P (t,u (t))d t = f(s ) , fo r  0 <  s <  1,
with K (s, t ) =  est and \k(i, f i t ) )  =  e-sin^ 9 )  and /  is selected so that «(s) =  arcsin(s) 
is the solution. We used the method exposed for the Example I for the evaluation of 
the ratio of a' over a . The numerical result is shown in Table III.
We used m  — m ' and k =  k' in our examples. Thus, the numerical results are 
the same as the Galerkin method. Examples I and II are, respectively, examples of 
linear equation with smooth kernel and non-smooth kernel. In example I the rate of 
convergence of iterated method is double of the standard Petrov-Galerkin method. 
Due to its non-smoothness of the kernel in Example II the rate of convergence of the 
iterated method is not doubled, even though a certain acceleration can be observed. 
Example III is the example of nonlinear case. These examples confirm the orders of 
convergence established in Theorem III.14 and III.16.
V .3 CO NCLUSIO N
In. Chapter III, we generalized the method of Alpert to Petrov-Galerkin method. 
Various superconvergence results of the iterated Petrov-Galerkin methods for the 
Hammerstein equation are established in this chapter, our main result being Theorem 
111.12 and Theorem III. 13. Theorem III. 13 is of particular interest as it deals with the 
problem of wavelet application to nonlinear equations. In Chapter IV, we also applied 
the wavelet basis to the iterated degenerate kernel method and the result is given by 
Theorem IV.23. We included two types of truncation strategies which can be used 
to eliminate altogether the computations of some of the entries in the matrix K tj for 
linear case and in the Jacobian Jtj for nonlinear case. The truncation threshold <5̂
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which is defined in Theorem V.25 is compared with the distance between two supports 
of wavelet basis elements and the sparsity structure is obtained without actually 
computing all the integrals which occupy the components of the Jacobian. This is 
more advantage than the truncation threshold which is used by Alpert in equation 
(96). The truncation strategy (96) of Alpert requires all entries of the Galerkin matrix 
to be computed and eliminate those which are less than the threshold r . Thus, the 
sparsity is used to improve computational efficacy only in the solution process of 
linear equations. Thus, the current method is not only suitable for applications of 
sparse matrix computation but also more efficient than Alpert’s approach in that 
it takes advantage of a priori knowledge of the sparse structure and avoids much 
computation in forming the Galerkin matrix as well as the Jacobian metrix.
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